STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
STUDENT ADVOCACY 08/27

05 AUGUST 2018 / 3:00 PM / BACK CONFERENCE ROOM

ATTENDEES
Samuel Santos, Melanie Rodriguez, Waleskis Giraud, Jordan Chapman, Jai Jethani

ABSENT
Tidjan Simpson

AGENDA

Last Meeting Follow-up

1. ------

New Business

- Gym Guest Pass Fee
- PSU
- Continuing work with GIG
- Waleskis “Safe Zone” Idea
- Melanie’s “Open Forum” Idea
- Waleskis Introduce Student Advocacy Committee Tabling Event Idea

NOTES

- Jai would like to find a way to help out small organizations
- Melanie introduces idea to create an organization fair to introduce all clubs & orgs
- Samuel introduces mixer idea with all organizations
- Advertise parking schedules - possible marketing campaign
- Utilize external to advertise Gym Pass Guest Fee
- Samuel introduces Pride Student Union
- Continuing relationships with CAPS
● Continuing relationships with ItsOnUs
● CAPS introductory event (Test out at Lakeview North + South) referred to “Self-Care”

MEETING ADJOURNED AT 3:37 PM